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.STX 

 



MS. ERBE:  This week on “To the Contrary,” up first, gender and race bias in 

flux in the controversy surrounding the Duke lacrosse case.  Then, New York Democratic 

Senator Hillary Clinton changes the way presidential candidates use the web.  Behind the 

headlines: Working Mother Media CEO Carol Evan says some working moms impose a 

diaper ceiling on their partners.   

 

(Musical break.) 

 

Hello.  I’m Bonnie Erbe.  Welcome to “To the Contrary,” a discussion of news 

and social trends from diverse perspectives.  Up first: women, race and rape. 

 

National perceptions of race and gender bias in the Duke lacrosse case are in a 

turnaround as evidence mounts against ex-prosecutor District Attorney Mike Nifong’s 

handling of the case.  The North Carolina state bar charges Nifong deliberately withheld 

evidence that would have exonerated the players of rape, long since dropped after the 

dancer changed her story.  The well-to-do white players were vilified last year for the 

alleged gang rape of a black dancer.  Three players still face charges for lesser sexual 

offences and kidnapping and are now being viewed as underdogs, ill treated by a rogue 

DA.   

 

Earlier this month, a Duke professor heading a university appointed committee to 

investigate race relations on campus resigned from that committee after the university 

invited two of the players back on campus. 

 

So Congresswoman Norton, the current state of the case and its impact on race 

and gender bias?   

 

DEL. NORTON (D-DC):  Well, Bonnie, we best all be alert.  High profile cases 

always embolden opponents and they can have disproportionate impacts.   

 

MS. WOOD:  Well, and just like frivolous lawsuits or anybody who cries wolf, 

these types of cases end up hurting people who have legitimate cases – have legitimate 

reasons for bringing forth charges like these. 

 

MS. BEYER:  My concern is the impact this is going to have on our confidence in 

the criminal justice system. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  You know, really, as a result of the false allegations of the 

alleged victim in this case and this rogue prosecutor, what’s really going to happen is the 

next time someone makes an allegation of race people are going to think twice about it, 

particularly when the victim and the alleged rapist are of different races. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Okay, but let me – who here on this panel when this story first broke 

last year didn’t think they’re guilty as sin?  And I did, too, and now I’m mea culpa, mea 

culpa. 

 



MS. BEYER:  The poor Duke president is now trying to kind of back peddle on 

this because, as he has said as he’s reinstated these other students, the prosecutor came 

out with such inflammatory statements right from the beginning that there was this sense 

that he had some hard evidence and it’s come down to what evidence does he really 

have?  And now in this last stage as the bar looks into his conduct during this case, he 

actually withheld exculpatory evidence from the defense, which is the bedrock of our due 

process.  

 

DEL. NORTON:  Well, the prosecutor had everything to do with why people 

thought that these guys must be guilty, but I think you’re forgetting something very 

important. 

 

MS. ERBE:  And was it all – do you think it was all about him winning 

reelection? 

 

DEL. NORTON:  Oh, sure.  Not all, but obviously the man was up for election in 

a jurisdiction with a lot of African-Americans and he played to the crowd shamefully.  

But I really think what you’ve got to come to grips with here, if you want to be really 

analytical, is the nature of the conduct quite apart from the alleged rape.  People saw 

some guys obviously who had engaged in misbehavior.  They were – what were they 

doing, people thought, inviting in such a woman into a frat house in the first place.  So 

the surrounding circumstances, plus the prosecutor, made it far easier to believe that if 

they had been some guys who had been having an ordinary party.  The kind of party they 

admitted having with her doing lewd dances, taking her clothes off with them drinking, 

with racial epithets at least from the sidewalk, all of that surrounded this and then the 

prosecutor jumped in and he said, wow, this is sure great for November.  (Laughter.)  

 

MS. BERNARD:  But here it is – I mean, the other thing that we have to look at is 

you’re talking about the South, you’re talking about a community where race relations 

and race still very, very much matter, and you’ve got his woman – and I really – I take 

such fault with her as well because rape is a very, very, very serious problem, and to 

make light of it and accuse people of raping you after we now know that they found the 

DNA of multiple men in various parts of her body, none of whom were on the lacrosse 

team, what could she have been thinking and what does she do to all the women who are 

raped and don’t get this type of public attention and whose cases might not ever be 

prosecuted.  It is a very, very – 

 

MS. ERBE:  Well, then do white men – some white men anyway, particularly 

some southern white men, if you’re reading the blogosphere these days – feel like this is 

sort of their – not all; I’m not making rash generalizations, but some feel aggrieved by – 

with the advancement of women and persons of color, feel like they’re left out.  Are they 

right to feel justified now that they’ve been mistreated in some way? 

 

MS. WOOD:  Well, I think anybody who’s innocent and hasn’t done these things 

feels as so they’re kind of being – you know, somehow Southern white men are all 

capable of this.  I can understand them feeling very kind of justified in a sense, but I think 



– look, here’s the reality: the case in the beginning, the very early part to this case it did 

look like all the deck was stacked against these guys, but pretty early on, some things did 

kind of start falling apart, but in this kind of politically correct culture we’re in nobody 

wanted to say that, because you had these rich white brats Duke, right?  This is what 

people think at this party they shouldn’t have been having.  Who thinks that was a good 

idea?  And then you’ve got this other woman, who maybe she’s – what kind of standing 

does she have in the community and in the legal world?  And nobody wanted to really 

say what was beginning to become clear: that this wasn’t a solid case.  And even, frankly, 

the administration at Duke didn’t have the guts to stand up and say, well, let’s hear the 

real evidence before we judge these guys guilty.   

 

And I think that’s unfortunate, because in the end these guys will eventually get 

on with their lives, but it’s going to be the people that Michelle talked about who have 

real cases that are going to be affected by this kind of thing, not white Southern men, but 

people with real cases are going to be hurt by this. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  They are going to have a difficult – they will eventually go on 

with their lives, but there will always be – 

 

(Cross talk.) 

 

MS. WOOD:  Sure.  That’s true. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  If one of those boys were my sons, I’d be furious that they got 

into this position in the first place. 

 

DEL. NORTON:  Wait a minute, wait a minute. 

 

(Cross talk.) 

 

MS. BERNARD:  But people will always remember.  There will always be 

people who are going to look twice and say to themselves, I wonder if there was more to 

that story than what happened.   

 

DEL. NORTON:  Wait a minute.  Wait a minute.  Sure, I don’t know enough 

about his girl, and the case hasn’t come before the courts yet.  I take great umbrage that 

she would – if she did – simply throw around such charges with no evidence, but you 

don’t know that.  The woman apparently was drunk or made drunk.  You don’t know 

what her life was like, and if we should not have prejudged them I want the special 

prosecutor before I go out – I must say, this conversation has disturbed me somewhat 

because now what I have heard are the same kind of conclusions reached before we know 

anything.   

 

MS. BERNARD:  Well, we know the charges have been dropped. 

 

MS. WOOD:  Right. 



 

DEL. NORTON:  We don’t know the charge have been dropped.  In fact, there’re 

still outstanding charges, we know – 

 

MS. WOOD:  Some.   

 

MS. ERBE:  But the rape charges have been dropped. 

 

(Cross talk.) 

 

MS. WOOD:  Because she changed her story.  And the fact is just as these guys 

here are having this frat party, which nobody thinks is a good idea, what was she doing?  

It wasn’t like she was – 

 

(Cross talk.) 

 

DEL. NORTON:  Well, that is the problem, because we have – 

 

MS. WOOD:  Both cases are bad. 

 

DEL. NORTON:  We have a case where each side had – what’s the right word, 

dirty hands? 

 

MS. WOOD:  Yes.  That’s right. 

 

DEL. NORTON:  Normally, the rape case involves a woman that everybody 

looks at now, but not until recent decades, looks at as a victim.  It was pretty hard to see 

her as a victim in the first place and it had sure been hard to see them as victims. 

 

MS. BEYER:  True.  And then what the parents said on “60 Minutes” I thought 

was really interesting. They said, this prosecutor has done this to the wrong people.  Yes, 

these parents have done a very good job of exposing what went wrong with this case, but 

you had to think after they said that, of all the other people who have been accused of a 

crime in this country where a prosecutor has gone – run roughshod, has not presumed 

their innocence, and it really made you stop and think about all those other cases where 

they didn’t have these great, strong – 

 

MS. BERNARD:  Wealthy. 

 

MS. BEYER:  – backgrounds and people advocating for them. 

 

MS. ERBE:  All right, from the Duke lacrosse case to the 2008 presidential race. 

 

(Begin video segment.) 

 



SENATOR HILLARY CLINTON (D-NY):  I’m doing this because I believe I 

would be the best candidate and the best president.  I’m not looking for people to say, 

well, I’m going to vote for her just because she’s a woman, but I do think it’s important 

that we try to demonstrate that women are fully capable of serving at the highest level in 

our government. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Live internet chats with supporters?  That’s how Hillary Clinton’s 

testing technology as a tool in her recently announced presidential bid.  Last weekend, 

Senator Clinton posted a video on her website letting Americans know she entered the 

2008 race.  The web will remain central to Clinton’s campaign.  This week she hosted 

several live, online chats.  Her website will feature guest blogs from members of the 

public.   

 

SEN. CLINTON:  We are determined to have as broad a reach as possible to as 

many people as we can touch through our blog, through webchats like this, through our 

website. 

 

(End video segment.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  Will she be able to – is she using technology in a smart way, and 

how will this help her campaign? 

 

MS. BEYER:  Listen, I have to say I think this was brilliant for a couple of 

reasons.  First of all, when Bill Clinton walks into a room, he sucks all the oxygen out of 

the room.  She just overcame the problem of – (laughter, inaudible) – in the room.   

 

The second thing was I have been one of these people who said she’s blue cheese: 

you like or you don’t like her, because there’s no way for Hillary to get through anymore.  

I have heard from my friends who are good friends with Hillary, who have worked with 

her, how warm she is, how committed she is, and it just never really got through, I think.  

This might be the way she can move some numbers where you look at the polling data 

and you think these are rock solid numbers.  I don’t know about that.  I tuned in every 

night of the conversation and I have to say I think this internet dimension that they’re all 

using now could benefit Hillary more than anybody else.   

 

And there’s a third thing: when you click for contribute she’s already collecting 

money for the general election, which is what they call in the car business the presumed 

close.  (Laughter.)  It’s the first time that any political candidate has collected this early 

for the general election and refused the government’s funds. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Because she’s assuming – she’s asking for donations as if she 

already had the Democratic nomination. 

 

MS. BEYER:  Absolutely. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Precedent setting for a woman candidate? 



 

MS. BEYER:  It’s precedent setting for any candidate.  It has never been done 

before.   

 

DEL. NORTON:  Well, she does it because she can.  (Laughter.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  My next question: did you watch any of the webcasts?   

 

MS. WOOD:  The clips I’ve seen on TV.  I didn’t actually go to her website.  I 

don’t want to give her any more hits.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Okay, but wait.  (Laughter.)   

 

MS. WOOD:  Actually, I do. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Let me ask you: is there anything she could say on the web and 

otherwise that will draw conservative women’s voters into her camp? 

 

(Cross talk.) 

 

MS. WOOD:  She could say, I have been wrong.  (Laughs.)  Look, this is smart.   

but it’s, as Megan said, they’re all doing it: Obama did it first and then Richardson comes 

out and he does it. 

 

MS. ERBE:  And John Edwards. 

 

MS. WOOD:  And John.  They all got it going.  But I think the announcement 

should read, this is early on in a campaign with the kind of primary voters, constituent 

voters.  This is a good way to reach them, because of what you said: that contribute 

button.  You can’t do that in speech.  You can say it, but there’s nowhere to do it.  Right 

there if you’re kind of inspired by what she says, you are more apt to do that – get in 

early.  The long term is, though, it’ll be part of the campaign.  She’s going to be doing 

TV ads.  She’s going to be doing rallies.   

 

(Cross talk.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  But wait.  To me the biggest obstacle she faces is getting the votes of 

soccer moms, suburban, married, mothers, upper income.  Will this use of technology 

help here get those votes, not have any – or they’re just women particularly?  I think men 

are maybe more fluid about her, but women, particularly who oppose her, is there 

anything she can do to win them over? 

 

MS. BERNARD:  I don’t think so.  I think the ad was brilliant for the YouTube 

generation and I just figured out what YouTube and Facebook are.  (Laughter.)  I just 

learned recently.  So I’m talking about people much younger than me. 

 



MS. BEYER:  I think you’re young. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  Exactly, so I’m talking about really, really young people, but 

the thing about Hillary – as if she’s my best friend; I call her by her first name – the thing 

about Mrs. Clinton is people really love her or hate her.  And the people who hate her – I 

don’t think there’s anything she can do that will ever change that.  She is one of the most 

polarizing people – not just women, people period – in politics.  And let’s face it: women 

are so much more difficult –  

 

MS. ERBE:  Is she a turnoff to women – to the women she does turnoff, is she a 

turnoff to them, because she threatens them?  Because there she is not only having stayed 

with her husband who cheated on her – hate to raise that again, but it’s out there.  Also 

independent career woman, Yale Law School educated, just like you.  (Laughter.) 

 

MS. WOOD:  I wouldn’t say though – as much as a conservative I don’t want to 

see her in the White House, I will say I think she has the ability to win people over who 

currently are not her team.  This idea that everybody hates her or really loves her – while 

I think there’s definitely more truth to that about her than previous folks, I think she has 

the ability to win over folks.  I do not think we should ride off – she’ll never get above – 

 

(Cross talk.) 

 

DEL. NORTON:  Could I finally get a word in?  (Laughter.)  That’s really the 

point I wanted to make.  Yes, you’ve got to watch out.  They love her or they hate her, 

but where are most women likely to be?  Right in the middle where most Americans are.  

Here she comes – what do they know about Hillary Clinton?  Only what they knew from 

her husband and those episodes.  Now she does something very smart: she reintroduces 

herself.  And for the first time, some people who’ve never looked closely at her at all say, 

oh, my goodness, she is a personable person up close. 

 

MS. ERBE:  But nothing like her husband. 

 

MS. BEYER:  But who is? 

 

DEL. NORTON:  He’s one of the kind. 

 

MS. WOOD:  There’s Reagan and Clinton and that’s it.  All the others are – 

 

DEL. NORTON:  But what she’s done here is smart for another reason.  You’re 

right.  First of all, nobody’s looking but people who are focused on politics.  It’s a tiny 

group.  If you have them look, you’re not wasting your money and they can – and if 

something really interesting happens, it will get out to the rest of the press.   

 

But it’s also smart for another reason.  She sees Obama out there.  She says that 

first of all, I got to stop looking so 20
th

-century, and secondly I’ve got to look young.  

Well, there’s only so young I can look looking at me, so if is project myself through a 



young medium, even though – let me tell you – YouTube is not particularly interested in 

politics, I’m saying to the world, look, he may think he’s the next generation, but I’m not 

only with that generation, I’m that generation with experience.    

 

MS. BERNARD:  But can I – I just want us to go back to the question you asked. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Quickly. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  I think the days of women being threatened by other women – I 

really think those are over.  I don’t think for people who dislike her it’s because she went 

to Yale or she’s so articulate or well educated.  I think people just like her or what they 

perceive about her personality or they dislike her.   

 

MS. ERBE:  All right.  And I must say, she won the women’s vote in New York.  

Exit polls showed 73 percent versus 69 percent from men, so she did it in New York and 

there’s a lot of Republicans in upstate New York.   

 

Behind the headlines: in the office women are prevented from advancing by the 

so called glass ceiling.  But at home, are women creating a diaper ceiling for their 

husbands?  In her book “This is How We Do It” Working Mother Media CEO Carol 

Evans tells women to let their husbands do more of the parenting.  

 

(Begin video segment.) 

 

MS. CAROL EVANS [CEO, President, Working Mother Media]:  The idea is 

this: women really have this deep-seated desire to be the mommy, and no matter how 

much we change our gender roles, they don’t want to be the daddy of their children.  

They want to be (solely ?) the mommy.  What they do is just by instinct.  They read all 

the magazines, they read all the books, they watch videos, they learn so much about how 

to be a really great mom.  And a lot of this they don’t really pass on to their husbands, or 

to the daddies.  Daddies have actually a lot less expertise in general – generally speaking 

– about being a dad than mommies have about being a mom, or about being a parent in 

general. 

 

MS. ERBE:  So are women territorial in some way about housekeeping and child 

care and do they need to give some of that up? 

 

MS. EVANS:  It would be helpful if women would give up a little bit of their hold 

on the parenting side of life.  It can sound a lot like we’re blaming the victim here, 

because women really want men to participate more in parenting.  And women go very 

far to try to get men involved, but they still keep that inner sanctum to themselves.   

 

Life would be a little bit easier for women if they would really help men to come 

into the inner sanctum, and there’s a few things that they can do along that line.  First of 

all, they can really insist on their husbands taking paternity leave, because in those first 

few months or weeks, or even days of life, if the husband isn’t there holding that baby, 



learning how to handle that fragile little creature, the mother just zooms way ahead in so 

many ways and the father doesn’t develop that intuition that they need. 

 

MS. ERBE:  And she adds, it’s never too late to start.   

 

MS. EVANS:  You can start this when your child’s 15, is to leave the father in 

charge without your supervision.  A lot of moms really over-supervise their husbands in 

their relationship to their children, so leave dad in charge and then, the most important is 

that I call nix the nagging.  If you’re going to constantly correct your husband, which I do 

– very guilty of this – if you’re going to constantly correct your husband on how to take 

care of the baby or a two-year-old or a 10-year-old, the husband doesn’t develop a sense 

of confidence.  And, again, that exclusion form the inner sanctum from the diaper ceiling, 

that is abetted by the issue of nagging them constantly and saying, here’s the right way to 

do it, not how you’re doing it.   

 

MS. ERBE:  What are the figures on women taking maternity leave and men 

taking paternity leave either paid or unpaid?  

 

MS. EVANS:  Right now, when we did our 100 best companies survey this year, 

our research showed that out of the 100 best companies, 67 percent have paid paternity 

leave.  Now, this is better than all other companies in the country because only about 13 

percent of all companies offer paid paternity leave, but it’s catching on very, very 

quickly.  Women are using 11 weeks on average of paid maternity leave, and men are 

really being offered only about three weeks of paid even at the very best companies and 

they’re using about a week at the most.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Are men spending more time with their kids, and is it enough? 

 

MS. EVANS:  Men are spending about an hour more per day with their children 

than they did in 1977, and that’s from the Family and Work Institute research study that 

they conduct every year.  It’s very interesting to think about that.  An hour is a lot.  Is it 

enough?  Well, our readers, when we surveyed 500 working mothers for the book “This 

is How We Do It,” they told us that only one out of three felt that their husbands were co-

parents, equal parents.  So that leaves an enormous number – in fact one out of four said 

that they were doing a huge amount of more childcare than their husbands.  That’s not 

even the issue of housework. 

 

MS. ERBE:  And she adds, language plays a part in the diaper ceiling.   

 

MS. EVANS:  There’s still this issue that I hear a lot about which is women say 

that my husband’s babysitting with the children.  These are your children.  You don’t 

babysit your own children, you care for them.  So women have to get out of the idea that 

we’re asking our husbands a favor to take care of our children.  It’s really their right and 

their privilege and their need.   

 

(End video segment.) 



 

MS. ERBE:  Personally, I think this is the last frontier that’s holding women back 

is – and it’s not – it could account for the wage gap, it could account for so few women at 

the top of corporate America: women’s territoriality about children and the home front.  

You have young kids, how are you –  

 

MS. BERNARD:  I do and I’m telling you, I honestly hope this is the dawn of a 

new day in motherhood.  We are very territorial about being mothers.  It’s a special time, 

but I am a complete advocate of having your husband work with you as much as possible 

with your kids.  It’s exhausting and it absolutely takes two. 

 

DEL. NORTON:  And the problem is that girls are still being raised to be 

mothers.  In your own mind – 

 

MS. ERBE:  Well, who’s doing that if not the mothers, right?  (Laughs.) 

 

DEL. NORTON:  Well, the society.  The society is still doing it and, yes, 

probably parents.  So in her mind’s eye, a little girl is practicing that territoriality long 

before she gets married and in a real sense undoing it does not come naturally.  What in 

fact isn’t leading to progress is that it becomes clear it’s impossible to do.  And so you 

see women saying, you’ve got to help me.  Yes, making demands, particularly since they 

go out and work every day. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Absolutely. 

 

DEL. NORTON:  This is going to happen.  We’re still the transitional generation. 

 

MS. ERBE:  I still see a lot of it, though.  I still see a lot of, well, I tried to get him 

and he didn’t so it, so either I do it or nobody does it.  Well, how about nobody does it 

and let him worry about it?  (Laughter.) 

 

MS. BEYER:  But he won’t.  I’m so guilty of this.  My husband, I have to say, is 

a fabulous father now, now that he can read books with the kids and help them with the 

homework and drive them here and there.  When they were little babies, I could not let 

him do it – (laughter) – because I would see the diaper would be falling off and he 

thought there was nothing wrong and – 

 

MS. ERBE:  New fashion show.  (Laughs.) 

 

MS. BEYER:  I just felt – I remember once leaving him – the first time I left him 

with the baby – and I said, okay, now at 2:00 she does this, and at 1:00 she does that.  

And I’d come home when it was time for the nap and I ran up to the crib and the baby 

wasn’t in the crib and he was in his office typing and I said, where is the baby?  And he 

said, there.  And she was on the floor asleep.  (Laughter.)   

 

MS. ERBE:  Did she die? 



 

MS. BEYER:  No.  (Laughter.)  She was breathing. 

 

MS. ERBE:  There’s my point.  (Laughter.) 

 

MS. BEYER:  That’s what he said.  Job well done: she’s alive.  But you know, I 

have to say – 

 

MS. ERBE:  Your thoughts?  

 

MS. WOOD:  I think to the extent that kids are getting more interaction with both 

parents is a good thing.  So the fact that dads are more involved is definitely a good thing, 

but I don’t think we have to say that it has to be 50/50 all the time.  I think it ought to be 

up to the couple.  Sometimes moms want to be in charge.  That’s their dominion, their 

corporation they’re running is the home and there’s nothing wrong with that. 

 

MS. ERBE:  All right.  American freedom and independence.  

 

MS. WOOD:  Right. 

 

MS. ERBE:  That’s this for this edition of “To the Contrary.”  Next week, 

teaching children how to grow and eat locally grown produce and its impact on the next 

generation of healthier Americans.  Please join us on the web for “To the Contrary” extra.  

Whether your views are in agreement or to the contrary, please join us next time. 

 

(END) 


